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Cross-cultural Contact:

Correlates and Coniequences1

A. Desrochers and 11-. C. Gardner

Department of Psychology,

University of Western Ontario

Abstr.-ea",

4

The-purpose-of this study was to examine some correlates and consequences

of.a four-day trip to a French speaking community by grade eight English

Canadian students. The major findings are that: (1) Prents of the

partiOpants in the .excursten differ from those of the noniparticipants

not-in terms of socioeconomic status or educational level; but in

attitudes concerning the valueto their children of having contact with

French Canadians, leariAng French and becoming bilingual; (2) Parpntal

socio-cultural attitudes; attitudes toward French television exposure

and toward French as a school subject are significantly related to their

child `'s language related attitudes and motivation, but not tbthe child's
tf"

French roficiency; and (3) Students who have more,interaction with French

canadi .s; as assessed by either self,rePort Or peer judgments', return

from bicultural excursions With more favoUrable attitudes toward the

community and the language, less anxiety when using the language, and

more intention to speak it thati non-participinta.
12°
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Cross-cultural Contact:

Correlates and .Consequences'

A. Besrochers and R. C. Gardner'
0

Department of Psychology

University of Wes,tern Ontario

Several programs have been implemented in recent years to promote

.cross-cultural interaction between English and French speaking Canadians.

The most common examples of these, for school-age children, are exchange

,programs and\brief excursions to the other language community. These

attempts to foster Enter- ethnic contact are based on',the prehlise that such

contact promotes favouradle and harmonious intergroup relations. The ,

preset study is concerned with the correlates and consequences df abrief

excur ion to a French community by grade7eight English Canadian students,

hree m in questions are investigated: (1) Do the attitude's of pa'rents of

. ,

participants differ from those of non -participants; C2)-Is there-a relation-

ship between. students' attitudes, °motivation and

parental attitudes; and (3) Does the trip affect

and if so are these effects qualified by the, amount ofinteraOion in

'-which they engage.

t,

French proficienty, and
\ 1 -

. ,

9!icipants.r.attitudei,

'1.

O

Since trips ofthis kind involve certain expenses and tempcitari

separation of the students from their family, we assumed that man) fac,tors
. : -

might influence,parents' deciSioni about their chilOren part cipating.
.

Some factors, however, may be,more salient than others.,..,Beca e the trip'

involves the expenditure of a certain amount of money, the main wage

earner's socio-economic status could be a factor.:Parenial attitUdiS
. ,

4
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toward the French language, contact with French Canadians, and the French'

program in the school may,also play a role. In a somewhat similar context,

Fraser-Smith, Lambert and Taylor '(1975) examined the differences between

French Canadian'pa ts who sent their child to English language schools

and tho who sent their child to French language schools. The main

finding of their study was that the parents-who sent their child to the
1 .

English language schoo) put more emphasis ,on the child's learning English
,

for' integrative reasons, such as making friends more easi y with English

Canadians. These parents were themselves more integrati ely motivated to

learn English and to seek increased contact with English Canadians. No

signif4cant differences were found between the two groups of parents in

socio-economic status, 'Mutational level, perceived quality of their life

styles, and expectations concerning their chldren's wayi of life. Although
N

that study differs from ours in several respects such as importance of the

decision, social content, and specific measuring instruments) it tends

-support to the hypothesis that parental attitudes would be implicated in

the decision to permit children to participate in a bicultual excursion

program.

Parental attitudes could also play a role in, other ways. As primary

socialization-agents, it is believed that they tend to influen their

children's ethnic attitudes (Ehrlich, 1973, chap. 0 Althoug this

association seems reasonable the evidence on which it is based often

involves relatively high correlations between the Child's attitudes and

the child's perceptio of his/her parents' attitudes Csee for example,

Epstein & Komorita, 1966a, 1966b). The premise underlying such studies is

that children accurately perceive their parents' attitudes. It is unlikely,

5.



however, that all children accurately perceive their parents attitudes

3

toward various social issues. Such a measure tertainly.contains an

undeterminedopount of errdr% It is, therefore, more appropriite to

obtain a measure of parental attitudes by testing the parents themselves

(6.g., Gardner, Taylor &,Feenstra, 1970 hough parent/child correlation
* ,

coefficients may not be as .high as when bqth attitudes are assessed'

thrdugh the children, mantcontaminatingfactors.will be removed.

In the context of the present study, -it is expebted that parental

attitudes relevant to the child's learning French and having social inter-
,

action with French Canadians will be related their child's attitudes

and motivation' involved with learning French. The relationship between
4

attitudtha /motivational variables and competence in,the second language

his been extensively-documented (Cllment, 1977; Gardner,-1977; Gardher &

Lambert, 1972; Gardner & Smyi-he, note 1; Lamberi, 1967). Students' social

attitudes toward the second language community have consistently been
%

shown to be related to their motivation to learn the second languagC

which, in turn, is associated with their.achievementin that language.

Whether or ng.t parental attitudes relevant to their child's learning French

are related to his /her proficiency in the language, however, requires more

research.

',Three studies suggest that there is an association between.parental

attitudes and children's attitudes 4and /or second language proficiency.. e

Gardner (1960) found that - students who professed.an integrative orientation

to learning French to interact-with or learn more about French

Canadians)came from homes where their mothers.expressed similar orienta-

'tionS for them, and, favourable attitudes toward FrenchCanadians.

.
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Feenstra P967).reported that parents with positive attitudes toward-

.rench*Canddfans more actively encouraged their children to learn French

than did parents'yith ,less favourable attitudes. Finally, in a study

conducted in the Philippines; Gardner and Santos (Note 2) found appreciable

relations between parents' and children's attitudes, and between-children's

proficiency in'Eriglish and both favourable attitudes to Americanand.an
I

instrumentalorientation among parents (a desire for their children to
,

leard English for utilitarian reasons). These findings reinforcethe view t ,

tt%
that parental attitudes are implicated in second language acquisition:

45. The role of inter-ethnic contact in improving-ethnic attitudes has

received a considerable amount of attention (for reviews, see Amir, 196 ,--

1976; Ashmore, 1970; Harding; Proshansky, Kutner & Chein, 1969). -Relatively'-'A,-- .
- . 1..3,

few studies,. however, are concerned With brief bicultural excursions

involving differences between the language of the partit4pants and that of
44

the host community. A recent study by Cl6ment, Gardner and Smythe (1977)

'examined the attitudinal consequences of a lour-day trip to-a French

Canadian city on two groups of grade eight anglophone students studying

F*ench as a 'second language. These grapS differed in the' amount of-contact

'with French Canadians they repdrted after the trip. The study also involved

a .control group composed of students who'd'd not rticipate in the trip.

Measures of attitudes and motivation were_ ained rom all the students
0

two, weeks before, and four weeks after, the trip., An analysis of covariance:
.

using the pretest score as the covariate, was performed in order to assess

the change f011oWing the experience. The main findings were that the,

students who repolited more contact with French Canadians'exprissed more
.

; favourable attitudes after the trip than those who had less contact, and
,

7
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those who did'not'participate in the excursiontin a ddition, the Low-.

contact students had-lets favourable attitudes than the nowarticipants.

after the trip. These findings were interpreted in,terms of differential

attitudinal change as a function'of the amount of contact. It should be

noted, however, that asking the students,to,report the amount of con-tact #

,

they'had immediately after they were asked to fill out,the attitude and

,motivation test battery may have influenced-the measure of contact. That

is, studentS who reportedtfavourable 'attitudes toward the Wench language.

'and French Canadians as well as greatermotivatton to learn French may

also have reported more frequent social interaction With francophones,

just to be consistent. One Way of minimizing such possible contamination

of reported contact is to request this during the trip rather than on the

post-test. Alternatively, an independent measure of the child's amount of

contact cpuild be used Hofman and Zak (1969) used a p e-test/polt-test

design and an independent measure of contact in a'st dy concerned with

the effeCts of-a five-week summer camp in Israel. The measure of contact ,

was based on reportsby camp counsellors.- De*spite several differences

between this study andjilhat of Clement et al., the results are relatively

similar: The high contact campers demonstrated a favourable change in/.

vattitudes toward Jewishnessiandeprael, while low contact campers showed

less favo urable changes in attitudes toward some aspects of Jewishness.
c

#

The purpose of the present investigation is to study further the role

of parental attitudes and inter-ethnic contact.in second language acquisition.

In particular, three hypotheses, suggested by the review of the literature,

will be tested. First, it is hypothesized that parents who permit their

children to take part in a bicultural excursion Will Affer, from those who

°

4
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do not, on,a.ttitude variables related to interaction with the oth7r ethrrft

) .

community. Second, parental attitudes> will be associated with children's

attitudes and possibly with children's profiCiency inAke second language.
47",

Third, inter -ethnic contact will;influen attitudinal/motivational

variables associated with-learnihg,a s cond language, but this influence

will b.e4ediated by the degree of contact,;experienced. Theipneralizabili*

of findings with respect to this last hypotheses will be evaluated by

contrasting self-report &id pee' eftimates of contact.

Method.

Subject's

4 336
Subjects for this investigation were 350 grade eight students attending

6 schools in London, Ontario and their parents. The students, all enrolled

in French, comprised two groups di4ided on the basis,of whether or'not they

took part in a trip to Quebec City planned later in the year. The Control

group consisted of'183 students who did,not take part in the trip while
153

the Experimental grOup cons' ted of 1-67 students who did. Members of the

experimental group paid for their own trip, and spent four days in Quebec

Cify.i While there, they stayed
.

in a,hotel, with three or four students

sharing a room. Their activities, which involved fourssof the city, were

carefully planned by the organizers of the trip. For these activitits,

the students were divided into gr ps of eight to twelve, and were-super-
. .

vised by an adult who often was a French teacher working for the London

Public -School system. They had approximately two hours of free time each
ti

day.

C-
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Materials
.

, ,
.

. .,,
.

FoUr basic types of meattreire_collected for the present study.'
. , .

.

These include indices of parental attitudes, student attitudes and motiva-
.

tion, student French proficiency, nd far students who visited Quebec City,

1frequency of French language kIse during the trip. The measures of students'
. _

attitudes and motivation were obtained twice, onceonce beford the excurtion
4

.

4and.once after. The following description of the measures inctudes
4, i

- 1-

estimates.of the coefficient alpha.reliability for those measures, developed

specifically for this study.

Parental Attitudes

1. Socte-cultural attitudes. This six item scale ( maximum score = 30)

provides information about the respondents' feelings th'at every

Canadian should be able to speak both offi6a)languages arid that

their:chijdren should have greater contact with-Frekh Canadian.

people (reliabilty := .85).

2. Attitudes,toWard compulsory French instruction. This three item

scale (maximum score = 11) assesses the pa eniseattitudes toward

,French being compulsory to grade.7 and 8, in secondary school and

for .university entrance (reliability = t68).

3. Attitudes toward French televisfom exposure. this three item scale

(maximum score = 15). reflects the' respondents' perceptions of the

importance of having a French television channel in London; and -
.

their intention to watcht, and encourage their children to latch

'it (reliability'= :89).

x0

L
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of class .time, (reliability = .85).

1, -

B

Attitudes'toward French. as a school 'Subject. This ,four item scale

(miximum score = 20) Aflecti the respondents' perceptions of the,

emphasis French should receive, ;ts.an academiq subject (Yeliability

=
2;

Expectetions.froniFrentlf,instruCtIon. This four item scale (maximum
.

score = 20) prtvides information about- parentttl expectations.oneerh
. . , -% , .....:----- (.

children's abil ities'to speak, read, understandl-ald'wri te -French upon . . .

completion of the secondary 'school French program .(reliabil ity -= .94).

a

"a

-6. 'Attitudes toward expansion .of the French:program:, This five item

scale (maximum score.= assesses the- parents' 'attitudes toward the
-extension of the French program over.,both.more'grades.and more hours"

7. Attitudes toward academic subjects. This five item scale (maximum
,

score = 26) assesses the parents '- perceptions ,of the importance of

variousiacadenilirsubjects.-other.thatj French, nameiy,"mathematics,'

language ,arts, social sciences, geography,, and science (reliability =,
.84 ) .

8. "Self-rating of French skills.

20) reflects' the .respondents'

TIM four item scale (inaxiMum score =

,perceptions of their abilities,to.speak,
. .

read, understand, and. write French = .94).
5.0V

9. Education. Respondens were asked to indiCate the highest level of .

education 'of the major, wage earner, in terms of the ollow g categoiljes,
. .

,, elementary. scho'd) , secondary school, community college, or. university .
.. i

post graduate training.` ,,,
4

4

10. 50c-10-economic Status. An index of the socio- economic status of the

family was der.i'ved, from the. main wage earner's Occupation using the

Blishen (1967)- index.
-A

1.
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Studend Attitudes and MOtiva:tion
/ -:--

ThirteeR measures of student attitudes and mot. iva tfon were obtaiI. ,
he ten, listed bett

lw

ia previously been described ,by Cleme t et

al (1,977)theY -are: .i .

. -

4

11.. Ethnocentrism

.12. Attitudes toward '.French Canadiarip

. 13.. Interest, in foreign languages. -.

14. Degree of instrumentality

15. .Degree of integrativeness

16. 'Parental encouragemln't . ,

17. Attituclei :toward learning" Fre.nch

18. Motivational wtensity
fs

f

19. Desirg to French,

- . 20.: French .class ety L -- .

The "following. three ,measures were- loped

s.

4. 44

1.4

ecittlly.forthis study., "
. ,

They.are: .
, : /' . f4 .

. .

21. French use--anxi etp. This 'scaie .cons'istsofs six items 1 aximiin *score
. ., ,='42), three, psitivelY keyed and .three negativAly keyed, rovidirip

an-indei Oftanticipated 4is}iponifoh associated Kith,.the use o rench

in various informal" setti,ngs i-re'llabil,liy ='.66).: ,- "". .

- .. , ,. . .
....

. '.

a

I

,
22. Behavloural, intention to ".-kpeak Trench. This!s.ingle Iteni' .(mAkimumi\

t, .
r -

. 4 or p

`T- t

score. = 7) ieil ects a 'student' i. intentiOn(to 'speiN French witp FrenCh
, N

i . a
t

Canadiaps of hee'visited a Prensh Canadian c.i,ty(ite.,., po city WQS. _

., - 1 .

nam'A): Thg :item was worded SQ that sbgth par ants and .non-
. ' ,44

41loom.,

0

participants could respond..

1

2-
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>
23 Behavidurtal intentiOn to inter4CtAyith'Freth'Canedians. This .single

item maximum score = 7),providei an index of the students' intention

to 'speak With French .Canadians, either in Di4lish or French, if he

were to visit a French Canadian city.(i.e.,.no name was mentioned).

Student Frehch.Proficiency

! Three measures' of French proficiency were derived from i test battery
.

, .".
developed by Burstall (1974). They were:

24. Aural comprehension. Twenty-five questions were presented by means

'4 of a tape recording. For each question, students selected one-of .

the four pictures%presented in their test booklets to indicate their

7---
answer. A high score (maximum = 25) in ieales a relatively' good

/"..
understanding of spoken French (reliability = .58).

L,.

25. Reading W11; *Four
,

short sto ries were presented
\
in the booklet and

students were required to answer a total of 10 multiple-choice

\,questions
regarding,the stories. A high score (maximum = 10) indicates

,
.

. ea relatively good understanding of written French (reliability = .56).

-26. Writing skill.- For each of the eight items of this subtest, two [

4

, 4

'pictures were presented. A complete sentence describing one picture

was.presented below it. The oth6 picture d fered slightly from the

. first one, and students were asked-(o write a short sentence which
a

described it. Each sentence was rated according to a staadard

procedure developed by Burstein (1974). A high score (maiimumP= 14).

indicates that `the student was able to conttruct sentences, borrowing

100taterial presented in the firs sentebce, which was structurally

correct and descriptiVe of the piIttlreJpresented (reliability = .67).a

J
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Inter-ethnic Contact

'27. Self-report o f use of French. This measure eonsists of four seven-
.

point scales assessing the frequency of respondents' use of French

r

- 11

in their daily interaction with French Canadians during the trip.

This measure was collected over' the four days of the trip by means

of a personal booklet in which each student could record his/her-"J'
daily experiences and impressions of quebec

28. Peer-rating of use of French. This measure consi-sts of a seven=point

scale presented in a questionnaire administered after the excursion

(see below). The respondent was required to write the name of each

of his roomMates during the trip And then to rate each one on how

often.they spoke French iii their daily interaction with French

Canadians.

Procedure

Six-weeks beforethe trip, the French proficienty test was administered

to all students in the classrpbms, followed one week later by the Attitude

and Motivation battery (pre-test). During this latter testing students

were given .the Parental Attitude questionnaire to take home. The question-
..

naire Was accompanied by a letter from the Director of the London Board

of Education explaining the'purpose of the survey and requesting the

:parents' cooperation. The,return rate for parents of the-control grimp

and parents ofithe experimental groups was 63% and 60%, respectively. °..

During the trip to Quebec City, the participants were asked, and

reminded' by the monitors, to record their daily experiences in a diary.

This diary' consisted of i small booklet comprising a few questions repeated

overthe fourdays of the trip, including item27. The monitors were

14
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to collect the booklets before the participants' departure from Quebec City.

Seven to ten days, after their return, both the experimental group and the
qr

control group werd'admini§tered the Attitude and MotiVation,battery; (scales

11 to 23) in the classrooms (post-test); students who participated in the'

excursion answered scale 28.

Results and DisCustion

The results will.be.presented in three. parts. The first part is

concerned' ith the .differences between the parents of the experimental

group and the parents of the control group. The second part is devoted

to the relationships between the parental variables and the student

variables. Finally, the third'section deals with the changes in attitudes

and motivation following the trip to Quebec City.

Differences in Parental Attitudes
L.

The, parents of students in t4he experimental group were compared with

those of the control group by means of t tests on the 10 measures obtained.-

The results, presented inTablesl, indicate that the two groups of parents

differ significantly on four variables'; Socio-cultural attitudes, Attitudes

toward compulsoryh instruction, Attitudes toward French television

exposure,'and Attitudes toward French as a school subject. Parents of the

experimental group_generally express, more favoUrable attitudes toward

French Canadians, the French language, bilingualism, and French teleVision

exposure.yhey do not differ significantly from those of the control group

.in their expectations about the French program, their self-rating of'French

skills, the:reported level of'education of the majkr wage earner; or, the

socio-economic status of the family.
*

15.
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Insert Table 1 About Here'

O

This pattern' of results is comparable to that obtained by Fraser-

-SMith et al.:,(1975) with:French-parents ifihosent their children to English

schools. Those parents also did not differ from a Control group in terms
I -

,

of educational level and socio-economic status, though therdid express

more positive attitudes toward contact withEnglish Canadians and .with

learning the second language. The study by Fraser-Smith et al. (19754 4

differs in a number of'respects from the present one. In particular, the

decision to send one's child to another. language- school presumably has more

long range implications than sending the'thild on a four-day excursion to

Quebec City. Nonetheless, the factors influencing such decisions are

highly similar: In bath cases, financial consfderations seem much le'siK -

important than attitudinal variables which deal directly with the other

language or the other community.

Although it might be argued that these attitudinal differences simply

reflect post-decisional rationalization (Bem, 1972), two consideration's

argue against this interpretation. First, the parental data were gathered

:befc;anal decisions about participating in the trip were made, even

-though parents wtre aware of the upcoming excursion. Second, the parental

,dita were obtained at the same time, and using the same questionnaire, as

a well advertised survey of parental attitudes toward the French program

Was being conducted. Nothing in the questionnaire refired specifically to

thes,exc&sion program, thus direct association between the parental data

and the impending trip was avoided. Nonetheless, it is a possibility that'

16
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the particiligntS' 'parents expressed attitudes consistent with decisions

already made abOutthe trip. Although it is,difficult to discard *erne-
,

tive explanations',:these data should be regardec as a first step into
-

exploring the.dynatics-of,parental decisiOn-mak ng in the context Of H.-

cultural excursion programmes:

;"
Relationships between Parental-an en Variables

In order to examine'the relation hip between parental and!, hildrgn
.

.

variablei, Pearson product- moment corr- ons were compted bdtween these'.
, \ :

two classes of variables (see Table 2). Although the correlat,ons Are

generally low, the "pattt.n of significant correlations ts parficularly

Insert Table 2 About Here

instructive. Three of the parental attitude scales, Soci4uliural

attitudes, Attitudes toward French television exposure, and.Attitudes

toward French as a schOol subject, are cpnsiitehtly related to a number

of hildren's attitudinal and motivational variables. These three parental

attitude measures are each significantly related to the child's Attitudes

toward French Canadians, Interest in Foreign Langdages, Degree of inte'gra-

.
tiveness, Parental encouragement, Attitudes toward Leatning French, and

,

: Desire to learn French. Two of these parental attitu e scales, Socio-

cultural attitudes and Attitudes toward French as a s hool subject, are

/

significantly correlated with four additional variables, Degree of
/

A

Instrumentality, Motivational Intensity, Behavioural Intention to Speak
(

French and Aural comprehension. It is worth noting.that in general the

other seven parental variables do not correlate substantially with the

children variables.

4.-

i.

4
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toward the

se

results demonstrate an association betweeWipar4ntil'attitudes

French speaking community, the desirability,of having'French

television in'the community, and, the importance of,French as &school-

subject an&children's attitudes, and motivation to learn,Fren0.: She

correlations obtained, though of low magnitude, indicate that such attitudes

ai'erimplicated in children's attitudes. Some parental attitudes, howerr,
.

are,not appreciably related, to children's attitudinel/Motivatibnal:chqracter-

,

istics. In general, parental attitudes toward the desirability of compulsory

French; the potential levels of achlemement which might be expected on

completion of the existing program, the advisability of expanding existing

programs, or attitudes toward the importance bf other"Kademic subjects are

unrelated to children's attitudes. Furthermore, the education level of the

.6major wage earner, and the socio-economic status of'the family are also

generally. unrelated to children's attitudes. These, negative fipdings, in .

conjunction with themoresubstantial relations reported above suggest that

there is.not a general relation between parental and children's attitudes,

but rather that a morespecific and culturally relevant set of attitude

relationships exists. Where parental attitudes reflect specifically on

relations between the two language communities, theY-ire implicated in

children.:s attitudinal/motivational characteristics as they relate to
,,

second language acqpisition.

One' methodological consideration relevant to the above results must

be mentioned.- The attitudes asessed'on.the parents were different from

those assessed on the children, and such a factor could lower the correla-

tions between measures obtained from the.two groups. Nonetheless, the

relationships obtained demonstrate meaningful associations between parental

and children's attitudes.

r
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The Pearson product-mAent correlations between children's attitudes

and achievementon the three French proficiency subtests are also reported

in Table 2. It can readily be seen that almost all measures of attitudes
4<i

are significantly correlated with the scores obtained on the three sub-

tests'. The magnitude" of the correlatidbs between attitudes and adral

comprehension is very similar to that reported by Gardner, Smythe, Clement

and Gliksman (1976). 'Our study presents additional information about

reading and writing skills. It is interesting to note that the only

.variable that is not Significantly, associated with all three subtests is

French Use Anxiety. This measure is significantly correlated with aural

comprehension but it is not significantly correlated with reading Sand

writing skills. Because second language communication in an Oormal*

context:usually involves receptive and productive oral competence, it is

not surprising that anticipated anxiety about using French in such a

context be more closely associated with aural comprehension than with

skills-relevant to written material. French Class Anxiety, however, is

significantly correlated with all three measures of proficiency.

MK
Although children's attitudinal/motivational characteristics are

related to indices of French achievement, measures obtained from the

parents are. generally not related. Such results suggest that whereas

parental attitudeLare related to children's attitudes, and ch41-dren's

attitudes are related to achievement, parental attitudes tend not to be

related to the level of achievement.in French obtained by their children:

Patterns of Change Following the Trip

In order to examine attitudinal and motivational changes following

the trip to Quebec Citji,thAeexperimental ,grou6' wks..divided into two

4
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.',.% groups a the basis of-the frequency of use of French during the trip, as

measured by self-reports and peer ratings. For each index, this division

-......';,A,

4

c
waSjOieied by a,medien split on the measure of French use. The students .,

4 ,.
'.

Who-made infrequent use of French are referred to as the Low COntact group61/4
.

. . .., 60f
,and those whcomade frequent use of French as the High Cora t

t
group. This

.

section compares the patterns of attitudinal andmotilational change when

the measure of French use consists (4 a self-report with those obtained

when the measure of French use was a mean peer rating.

The results of two analyses on the 13 student.attitUdinal and motiva-

tional variables, using the self-report measure of French use to form the

Contact groups are reported in Table 3. The Iffirst analysis consists of an

analysis'of variance on the pre-test scores and Scheffe tests computed on
o

the means. In this analysis, significant effects were obtained'fo

the 13 variablgs. A posteriori tests indicated that, in each case, the

control group differed significantly from the High Contact group. The

High Contact grouvevidenced more favourable attitudes toward French

Canadians, more interest in foreign languages, rhigher degree of both-

instrumentality add integrativeness,. more parental encouragement, more

. . e .

favourable attitudes toward learning Ft#ncht higher motivational intensity,

a greater desire to learn French, less French class anxiety and French use

anxiety, and a greater behavioural intention of speaking French/ In addition,

the High Contact group reported less French class anxiety and Fr6ch use

anxietyothan, the Low Contact group. Finally, in comparison with Low Contact

students, the Control group was initially lower on degree of integrativeness,o.

and desire to'learn French: These, initial differences are very similar to

those reported by Cltment et al. (1977),,and demonstrate important differences

among participants of bicultural excursion programs even bee such programs begin.

20 k
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The purpose of the second analysis was to statistically. control for ...
^. ,

.these enitildifferences and examine the differencei among the Nups,

following the%trip. Thus, an analysis of covariance was performed, 'using
..\ , . ,......., \., , ,

the pre.-test score for each variabTe'asthe'covariate as recommended by r-.

Huck and McLean (1975). As shbwn in Table 3,.signifiCant effects were

obtained -for.eight of the 13 variables. A posteriori tests ot differences

bet4ti means were:also computed, and-indicated that.fWiliese eight

variables., IlighContact Students differed significantly from "the-Control
-.

group. After the trip, in comparison with the Control group, the High

Contact' group/expressed more favourable attitudes toward French ,Canadians. '

group/

and learning' French, a greater desire to learn French, a greater intention

to speak French and interact with French Canadians, a higherdetee of

integrati4eness, less French use anxiety, and more parental enipragement -

to -learn French. Furthermore, in contrast to the ow Coniadi group, the

High Contact group demonstrated a higher level of integrativeness, more

parental encopr4geniont to learn_French, and a_greater intention tONpeak:.

French.

These result's areyery'similar)to:those obtailid by Clement et al.

(1977) for a comparable excursion even though there -was one important

procedUral difflpnce in the two studies. Cl&lent et al. (1977) Obtained

,their index, of contact during 'the post test (fice.,, at thmame,t4ethe

attitude measures were obtained), and it could be arguthat Ss' estimates

of their interaction witivFrench Canadians were in fact mediatedyy their

attitudes which they had just expressed on the questionnaire. In the

present study, contact was Assetsed from self reports made agdiaries

during the trip itself. As a consequence, it is reasonable to assume that'

21 .
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they would be more valid and less obviously confounded by a itudinal,,

reactions thah those obtained by 'Clement et al. (1977). The very compar-
, .

.

,..
able results obtained in the'two,studies, however, indicate that such

4*
, , .

,.

procedural differences and Of minimal importance. Where contact is:
, .

.

,
ideteisMined by self report the generalization seems warranted that4n.bicultural

excursion programs will positively influence attitude of those students
.

,

ha actively seek out contact with thembers.of the other language communit .

Furthermore 'the attitudes-prin ily affected will be-those'Which focu

the other language community and the use 9f the language.' Other attitudes
.

{ e , ......,.1 .
such as ethnocentrism, Interest in foreign languages, instrumentality

. ,
. .

motivational intensity, or French-rclasS'anxiety are not influenced y.the

excursion, even though for,inany of these Measures there are initial,
,'

.

,

.

differences between the High Contact and Control iroUpS.'/, ..'

ie

Close examination of, the means obtained in the analyiis.of covariance
..

, ,

will demonstrate that after adjusting for Initial differences;: the Low,

Contact subjects.do.not differ significantly on any measure from the Control
.

6
.subjects. This would syggest that merely taking part in the' ,44ursfon,

s

without-activelr v seeking contact with members of:the other community,' has

little pronounCed effect.- The actual interaction With Inerris of'the' -

-other community seems more-important than simply visiting the,tommunity:

The preceding analyses; though supporting the results of Clement et a/.

(1977), are nonetheless. subject to the criticism that since contact was.,

defined by'self-repOrt, it is possible that itielf reflects

r-
attitude,differences: Because of this the same two analyses Were conducte d

.

again using the- mean peer rating as the basis for assigning students,tothe
'4/:80) 603)

Low4and High
n
qpntact groups. The results of these analyses'are reported

-22
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in Table 4. The analyses of variance of the pre -test scores indicate

significant effects for nine of.the 13-variables. Scheffe tests.shlw that

S.

Iniert Table 4 About Here

in contrast to both the Low andHibh Contact groups, the Control group is

signillicantly lower on'Desire to learn French, Motirtional intensity,'

De ree af:integAtiveness Attitudes,tOward French Canadians, Attitudes

toward Learning French, and perceived Parental encouragement. The High.

Contact group differs significantly from'the Control groUp in terms of

Degree of Instrumentality and Behavioural Intention to speaidFrench.

These results are clear In demonstrating that when contact is defined by

per ratings, the distinction between Lovi.andHigh Contact groups in terms
.

of initial attitudes is restricted primarily to the two measures which
.

_ctress utilitarian attitudes or actual intended 4se. On all other attitude

measures, the important distinction appears to. be simply Aether,or not

students went'On the trip,
11

With the analysiS of covariance, using the mean peer rating as the

classification criterion, significant effects wer obtained for six

'variables. A posteriori tests show that, after the
0'

High Contact groups,score sinnificantly higher than.

Desire to ;learn French, Behav*gral intention to-spe
e

... Behavibural 'intention to interaet with French Cariadi

group expresses more favourable attitude. toward French Canadians than the

two other groups. Moreover, they'report more favourtb* attitudes toward

trip, both' the Low and

IP
the Control group on

-1

ak irench, and

ans. The High Contact

' learning French and less French use_anxiety than the Control yroup:

23
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L
These results are similar to the results of the analysis of covariance

reportedn Table 3 in so far as the High Contact group whether defined

by.'tlie elf-report or the mean peer rating gelerally benefit more from

the tr p than the Control group. They-suggest, furthermore; that the Low

I
Contact students also change as a result ofAfie trip. Their mean scores

are consistently intermediate between the High.Contact and the Control

groups, though it is only on the measure of Attitudes toward Fr/ench.

Canadians that the High Contact-group differs significaptly,from the Low

Contact group. Furthermore, the two analyses of covariance reflect no
e

significant'effect of the trip on Ethnocentrism, Interest in foreign

languages, De0iir-OTInstrumentality, Motivational intensity, and French,.

class anxiety.. Thvsignificant effects are obtained primarily on those

variables which are especially relevant to social interaction with members,

of, the French community.

Althougli one might be tempted to perce1 ve one measure of French use

frequency as being more-adcurate than the other, it must'be real-ized that

they are actually measuring a different aspect of the language behaviour.

Jones and N ett (1972) have.pointed out that the actor and the observer

of a behaviour do not process exactly the same type of information about

the actor's performance. In the context of the preSent study, the type

of, information on which the self-report is based may be qualitatively

different from that on which the peer-judgments are based. It is likely

that a student will report more interaction with French Canadians simply

because the interaction' was more personal. It is reasonable tPftssume

that the self-report reflects what e students perceived as meaningful:

.interaction and their evaluation of that interaction. W4ther..they felt -

2 4
4
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t.

,

skilled or comfortable in using.French in an Informal setting may affect
.

their judgment. Itis,i1s6 possible that the participantiwho had more,

pOsltive attitudes prior to the trip were more likely to ascribe a-

fsvodrable meaning" to the.interactiOn they had with French.CaAVians.
;

The peer rating is more likely tO be based on the observer's perception
. .e,,,

of-the frequency of the
.

actor's use of French. The observer is thus

likely to emphasize the quantitative aspect of language behaviour and to
-,*

miss the qualitative component of the social interaction. Of course_, the

peer judgments may, to some extent, reflect some attitudes expressedby

the actor during the trip.

The major findings of this investigation may'be'summarized-in
.

three
. , /

points. First, parents of the participants in the bicultural excursion

differ from those of the non-participants not ori'socio-economic status or
.

educational level, but do attitudes relevant to contact withlFrench

Canadians,ilearning French and becomin.bilingu 1. Although much mdre

vearchefs
needed to examine the dynatits of p rental decision-makini in

greater detail, the present results suggest t atethnic and language

0*
attitudes play a crucial role such a decision making process. Second,

pirental socio - cultural, attitudes, attitudes- toward French television,

,- exposure and toward French as a school sub3tct are significantly relatici

to child attitudinal and motivational chirad4istics. Furthermore,

although thilOrenAs attitudes and motivation are consistently associated

with the scores obt fined on the three proficiency subtests, parental
t ,

attitudes are genera ly not_related to their child's French proficiency.
.

4 ry .

These'results suggett that the role df pare s in the
;

'child's second

language learning may be indirect. That is, the parents may, to some

. . IP '
)

25
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N . .. . , ...,
, .,' 7 ',. . , . , ) .,N '

extent, shape their .chfild's ethniC,..altd,,N slailguage attitudes which-in turn .. ..
. ..5, ...- .. . *.)._,
,e, _affect hisfher performancei4,:the: language to Be:learned. They da rot, '., ' h. s.,-,,,. ::: ,, , . '1,

waver, appear to itifluende directly the child's level of proficiency. .

Third, whett4r the frebuency of inter-ethnic contact is definiad-in .terms .
of self- reports or`bji externa.ibbbservgrs, the..hig-h contact studerits

sJ
consistently exhib4,t more favourqble attitudes and 'less oxiefy than ,the.

nqn-paiiiapants after the excursion, initial differences are

tatisticallyRtntrolledt The1-ettfthated fiffects-..cor the trip on,Low- contact'

I..
',..1 1"participants were 4ivided on the.baiis of their oWn Perceptfon Of contact,' ,,. \ I ,A

.
.

Low, Contact students were very similar0to tho% --parig-icipants. When they ,,., .. .
.

were. divided on the basis' of peer atin Cow Contact studehts. ere mores

4
' a

student's vary as a-function of type`of cdhtact measuie_used. When ;the

similar to hi gh contacet student4 On Behavioural, intention meas and ,

desire to learn French b were not,significaritly differ frrthe
. ,

P(

Control group on the other Kariabies. These results s ngly suggest that.
,

the mere fact -of. participatiWn § bicultural, excursion des snot neoessarly/.
promote more favourable attitudei toward' the host community and the host

language., Ac.ti ve. interaction with members of' that community app`par,s,.. to be
p

. an important faCtor in the development of positi-ile attitude and reduced

anxiety about using the second lan9uage outs-ide the classroom..

Sip
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(
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'Table

Comparisons of Parent's' of the Students in the .

6,7

Experimental and Control troupi

Variables Means

Experimental 'Control t

Socio cultural attitudes

2. Attitudes toward'compulsorr
French instruction

3. Attitudes toward French T.V.
exposur'e.

4. Attitudes toward French as a .

school.subject

5. Expectations from French
instruction ,

6. Attitudes toward expansion
on the existingFrench

Program

22.59 , 19.39 4.30*$

7.08 6.03 3.09**

8.07 6.89 2.561;1'

14.33 13.35 2.09*'

'15:56 15.03 1.10 t

4

16.20 ,15.63 .833

_sr
7. , Attitudes toward academic

.

subjects 79-7 ) 7185 .89

,i.

8. Self-ratings of Frepc1C.
,-

I

skills

§. Education

10. Socio-economic status

** p <'.01

* p < .05

y 31r
/ A ,

.

.

-7.-89 7.55 \ .71

2.56 2.76
\)

-1.54

56.48 55.42 .47 ''



..

Children Variables .

Ethnocentrism

Attitude Award French Canadians

Interest in Foreign Languages0
Degree of Instrumentality

Degree of Integrativeness

Parental Encouragement

Attitude-toward Learning Frengh

Motivational Intensity

Desire to Learn French

French Class Anxiety

French Use Anxiety

Behavioural Intention to Speak

Behavioural Intention to Interact

Autal.Comprehension

-Reading Skill,

Writing Sk811

** p < .01

* P <

32

Table 2 -

CorrelatiOns between Measures Obtained from the Children

and Those Obtained from the Parents,
.

t
,s,

h.

Parental Variables (names given beloW) %
Aural

Compre-

r

Reading1, 2 3 4 5 !6 7 8 9 hension Skill

-.12 .01 -.13 -.12 -:16* -.02 -.1-i*- -.15* -.06 -:15* -.14** -.13*
..24** '.11 '.18** -27** .06 .06 '.13 .14* .12 Z .12' .29** .30**
.30** :13 .21**; .29** .06 .16* .13 .12 .14* _ '.23** .27**
.22* .12 .13 .25** -.01 .08 .080 .13 . .10 .00 .13* .12*
.25** ':12 .19** .23** , .00 . .06. .11 '.09 .15* .13 .28** .27**
.32** .29** .25** .37** .14* .18* .09 .31** .12 .14* .24** .18**
.21** .10 .15* .27** .04 .06 .07 .06 .04 .06 .33** .35**
.18* .06 .10 .22** .09 .02 .08 .07 !At , .08 .31** .36**
.17* .10 .141 .25** Al .05 .07 .08 ,bs . .11 .30** .33**

-:07 -.15* -.06 -.13 I -.06 -.116-- .03 -.14* -.06 -.08 -.36** -.15**
-.07 -.12 '=.08 -.07. .09 -.02 .09 .-:02 .03 -.04 -.19** -.06 ,

.20** .08 .07 .23** .08 ,.12 .04 .03 .00 .07 .22** .24**

.04 ::06 -.03 . .05 -418. .02 ':09 -.08 -.04 .00C- .12* .19**
.116* , .13 :711, 1.17* .07 ;.07 :00 .21** .12 .17* .48**
.03 -. , -.02 . 09 .12 .01 -.02 .

02 02 .03 -.01 .15* .48**%
.

.12 406 .05
.

.

.18* .13 -.02 .02, -.01 . -.06 .07 .43** '.53**

1. 'ocio cultural attitudes

2.- Attitudes toward compulsory French instruction
3. Attitudes toward French T.V. exposure
4. Attitudes toward French as a school su t
5. Eipectations from French instruction
6. -Attitudes toward' expansion on the ex sting French program
7. Attitudes toward academic subjects
8. Serf-ratings of French skills

.

9. Education
10. Sotip=economic status

5

,Writing
Skill

-.16**

.32**

1.30**

.18*,

33**

- .24**
.4.

42**

.43** ,

.42**

-.28**

-.10'

.24**

.22**

.43**

.53**

3

, .

:33
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Table-3

Analysis of Variance anti Covariance Tables using Self-report as Classification Criterion Means,

F-ratios and Significant, A Posteriori Tests Associated with Pre-test and Post-test Scores

Variables

Ethnocentrism

Attitude toward French Canadians

Interest in Foreign Langua es

Degree df Instrumentality

'Degree of Integrativeness 6

Parental Encouragement

Attitudes toward Learning French

Motivatior'fal Intensity

Desire to Learn French

French Class Anxiety

-French Use Anxiety

Behavioural Intention to Speak

Behavioural Intention to Interact

Analysis of Variance on Pre-test Scores Analysis of Covariance.on Post-test Scores

Significant SignificantMeans A Posteriori Adjusted Means - A Posteriori.
Control Low High 1F-ratio Teits2 Control Low High F-ratio Tests

32.72 32.93 30.07 -1.78 32.29 , 34.26 31.70 Z.38

45.16 48.14 50.19 4).63** 2** 44.50 45.19 48.57 5.04***
48.613 49.37. 54.30 3.61** 2** 47.39 46.87 50.38 2.68

18.62' 20.00 20.54 3436** 2* 17.97. 17.92 18.30 0.15
19.44 21.19 22.44 7.64 * ** 1* 2*** 18.84 18.44 20.52 T.91**_
42.67 47.16 48.6511,4.36**. 2** . 42.54. 41.73 46.99 '5.14***

40.75 46.42 51.44 7.98*** 2*A* 40.59.,40.92 44.17 3.10**

20.05 21.47. 23.47--9.78***- 2*** 19.85 19.75 20.89 2.10
19.02, 26.79 21.91 8.34*** -1* 2 * ** 18.90 19.59 20.66 5.60***
20.22, 20.37 17.07 1,56** 2** 3* 18.75, 19.26 '19.46 0.49

'28.14 29.00 25.49 3.36** 2***3* 26.68r 25:36. 24.55 3.38**

4.57 4.79 5.40 3.66** 2*** 4.50 4.91 5.61 11%37***
4.65 4.97 5.t1 2.04 4.43 :00 5.44 '8.26***

. f

*** p < .01

** p < .05

* p < .10

11.

2.

3.

Control vs. Low
.

Control vs. High

Low vs. High

34
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rable-4

Analysis of Variance and Covariance Tablesing Peer Reengs,as Classificatton
eMeans, c-ratios and Significant A Posteriori jests Associated With Pre-test.arKi

'Variables

',Ethnocentrism-

Attitude toward French- Canadians
Interest, in Foreign Languaws
Degree of Instrumentality
Degree of Integrativeness
Parental Encouragement :

Attitudes .toward Learning French
Motivttional Intensity

.Desire to Learn French

Analysis of Variance on Pre-. mtest S,cos'.44p,

). Significant
Means A Posteriori
Control .Low High F-ratio' "Tests'.

32.72 30.70 31.61 71.40
45.16 49.12 49.45, 5.73***
48.93 51.52 51.36 1.76

et: et 2* le ,

Cri teri on

Post -test Scores
*a.

'Analysis of C-ovariance on 5:,,'ostz-test Sares

Significant
Adjusted means A Posteriori
Control, 'Low High F-ratio Tests

.10 432.65 0.19

44.7 . 46 . 54 450.35 10.78***
-47.49 48.43 60.50 2.99

2***3**

18.62 19.64 20.45 N3.78** 2** -16.57., 18.29 0.55
19.44 21.59 21.87 4.:52*** 1***2***, 18.97 20.08 1.70
42.97.'.47.21 47.53 4.44** - :42.77 ,42.76 45.76 2.87
40.75 471.17 49.89 8.73***1 1***2*** 41,413 42.20 44.55 3.47** '2**
20.05 -21 84 ..,2.83r4.51***- 1***2***: 19.98 20,32
19;02 20. 21.55 9.56*** 1 ** *** 19.03' 20.27

French Class Anxiety , 20.22 '19.96 .17.81 2.64 18.69 18;54
French Use_Anxiety 28.14 27.86 27.13 0.541

1Behavioural Intention to Speak
. Behavioural Intention to Interact 4.65 '5.13 5.14 3.02**.

. 98 2.33

.46 6.73*** 1** 2***

. 83 0.06°
26,-60 24.99 24.48 5.47***

4.57' 5.01 5:23, 43.76** *2** 4.51- 5.23 4. *5. 68" 17.26***
0

- 2**
1***2***

4:45 5.04 5.42 11.22*** 1** 2**

-***, p < .01
r

21.
a

Control vs. tlow

** < .05
OP

2. Control vs. 4!igb

*r p< .10 3. Low vs. High

a()

e,...

.3E


